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Abstract 
The integration of knowledge can be considered as a guideline for managing problems that occur in the task of 
knowledge management, and more particularly, in the collaborative decision-making. Integration is necessary 
because it allows communication between different sources. Most of the proposed approaches provide limited support 
for all activities of the engineering process, in particular, the phase of integration. We propose a new approach to treat 
the integration of the corporate knowledge. This model exploits indexation techniques and natural language 
processing to increase productivity of knowledge engineering task during the integration of conceptual model. Our 
integration system offers several advantages, these include speed search due to the structure and integrity of indexing. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, knowledge integration has become a critical success factor for companies. The 
increasing complexity of products, globalization, Web crawling, social networks, virtual organizations, 
electronic publishing, customer orientation, digital enterprises and the explosion of the Web/IntraWeb 
requires a comprehensive and systematic integration of knowledge within a company. The solutions are 
often built around a corporate knowledge integration system [11], [18]. This model includes semi-formal 
or formal mechanisms to facilitate retrieval, broadcasting and reuse of knowledge by members of the 
company to solve their tasks.  
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present our research questions and the problematic 
of the knowledge integration. The current state of the art in knowledge integration is given in Section 3. 
The conceptual architecture of the integration system is given in Section 4. Before we conclude, we give 
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in Section 5 a short evaluation with a benchmarking model for the corporate knowledge integration. 
Finally, a conclusion (Section 6) ends the paper with future works. 
2. Problem and research questions 
The nature of the data present on the Web or IntraWeb is generally dynamic, physically distributed and 
heterogeneous (database, structured or not structured documents, bitmap, sound, video, etc.). To create 
and share information efficiently many problems must be solved. 
Firstly, we must locate the source of information that could contain the data needed for a given task. 
Once the source of information has been found, the access to data must be provided. This means that each 
source of information found should collaborate with the retrieval system. The problem that may arise is 
heterogeneity: structural heterogeneity (heterogeneity schematic) and semantic heterogeneity 
(heterogeneity of data). The structural heterogeneity means that different information systems store their 
data in different structures. The semantic heterogeneity is related to the content of information and its 
intended meaning. This problem is known in the community of database systems such as interoperability 
problem [19], [4]. 
Secondly, dynamic environments such as IntraWebs require the improvement and evolution of the 
corporate knowledge to ensure that it reflects the needs analysis (the domain completeness) [22], [23]. 
3. The current state of the art in knowledge integration 
Several studies of knowledge integration focused on the identification and integration of relevant 
knowledge to provide a richer understanding of a particular domain. Some of the most popular systems 
are SIMS, TSIMMIS, Garlic, ObjectGlobe [3], InfoMaster, DISCO, Tukwila, MIX, Clio, Xyleme [8], 
RETSINA [13], InfoSleuth [16], UMDL [1], KnowWeb [15] and FRODO [14]. 
It is relevant to consider the disadvantages that have been observed in the literature, in particular, the 
presentation (the implementation of data structure) and understanding of data (the semantic definition of 
data stored in the integration systems). 
Most previous approaches provide limited support for all activities of the engineering process, in 
particular, the phase of integration. In these approaches, there are no built-in methods, or tools that 
combine different techniques and heterogeneous sources of knowledge with existing knowledge to 
accelerate the integration process. 
4. The architecture of our integration system  
One of the key considerations of our design is to find a method to acquire and store the content of a 
document. There are many textual APIs (Application Programming Interface) and we decided to use 
Lucene [5] for our project. 
Figure (1) shows schematically the functional process of the system with use cases. The user sends a 
query string to the system interface for resource discovery. The use case (Analysis) deals with a query 
string and generates a retrieval expression. The retrieval module (Retrieval) searches the index file and 
submits documents to triage program. This module sorts the documents according to their relevance and 
submits resources to the interface. The system interface provides the documents to users based on 
preprogrammed formats. The administrator of the corporate memory (Administrator) manages a dynamic 
index that supports adding and retrieving documents from the index. He uses corporate memory 
management tools to inspect / unlock / optimize an index and also to boost, remove and restore 
documents. The visualization module (Visualization) presents to the user a list of documents substitutes to 
simplify the exploration. Thus, each document is represented by a short summary associated with the 
calculated similarity or probability of relevance for a particular query.  
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Fig. 1. The functional process of corporate memory 
Figure (2) shows the architecture of the corporate memory composed of five modules: CRISP-DM-OWL 
ontology (1), acquisition, indexing, retrieval and interaction interface. The integration system uses the 
CRISP-DM-OWL ontology [12], [21] that provides a shared vocabulary for specifying the semantics. 
Therefore, the knowledge in the corporate memory is linked to a global ontology. This shared vocabulary 
describes the artefacts and the basic rules to improve the intelligence level of the system. It acts as a 
source of additional knowledge in the system. Communication between the components of the corporate 
memory is based on ontological artefacts. Before using the module provided by the Data Mining system, 
the user must first use the administration module to create an index of documents in the corpus. This is 
necessary to update the indexing model used in the retrieval module and the learning module of corporate 
ontology. When the index is created the system should maintain a temporal version to check if the 
document collection was modified after the creation of indexes. Once this step is completed, the user can 
use the Data Mining module to enrich the ontology. The descriptive clustering is used to generate new 
changes from documents available in the training corpus. All clusters are described by keywords (labels) 
representing their content. Labels and ontological artefacts are compared using an alignment process. The 
learning process uses the identified alignment rules to provide the necessary update. The reasoning 
techniques are used to check the terminology (T-BOX) / assertion (A-BOX) consistency of the updated 
ontology [10]. 
 
Fig. 2. Corporate memory architecture 
 
(1) http://www.elmanahel.ca/ontology/crisp-dm-owl.owl 
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5. Experimentation and results  
The integration process of corporate knowledge involves four main steps: 
5.1. The text analysis  
To ensure optimum use of integration techniques, pre-processing of data is essential for efficient data 
exploration. The negative dictionary and stemming are the most frequently used pretreatment techniques 
to remove noise. 
 Negative dictionary: before creating the indexation of the document, it is necessary to delete all 
occurrences of these words. We used the Glasgow list [17] as a stop words list in our experiments. 
This list is widely used as English standard stop word; it covers a large number (351 stop words). 
 Stemming: among several implementations of the stemming algorithms, we chose the version that 
was published by Martin Porter [6]. This version has the advantage of a clear separation between 
the substitution rules and procedures that test the conditions attached to a particular lexeme. 
The training corpus consists of a set of IEEE abstracts divided in several categories. The number of 
documents in each category is highly unbalanced. The average length of the document in terms of words 
is 112.907 in the training set and 105.017 in the test set.  
Thirty percent of the data are selected to test the model (no theoretical justification for this percentage). 
The data sample contains 94693 terms in the training set and 29676 terms in the test set. After pre-
treatment of documents by tokenization, punctuation, negative dictionary and stemming, the bag of words 
contains 59240 terms representing the vocabulary in the training set and 19145 terms in the test set.  
Figure (3) and figure (4) show the progress of the analysis through the documents in the training and test 
sets. The horizontal axis lists the documents in the training (test) set and the vertical axis indicates the 
accumulated vocabulary for each category {Punctuation}, {Stop word}, {Lexeme}, {Vocabulary} 
(respectively). 
 
Fig. 3. The analysis of the training sample                       Fig. 4. The analysis of the test sample 
5.2. Describe the relationship between the source text and the indexed text 
In order to improve the index of the corporate memory resources, we analyzed two methods of indexing: 
compound and multi-file indexing [5].  
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Figure (5) and (6) show the indexing of documents in the training and test sets (respectively). The 
horizontal axis represents the document and the vertical axis shows the indexing time in milliseconds.  
Indexing time of the training set is equal to 247 milliseconds with the compound method and 299 
milliseconds using multi-file indexing method. To index the test set, the execution time is equal to 138 
milliseconds during compound indexing method and 165 milliseconds during multi-file indexing method. 
In the light of the results it is undoubtedly to see that Multi-file indexing consumes more time because it 
stores many separated files by segment. Compared to the multi-file indexing, compound indexing reduced 
the number of index files because the compound structure encapsulates individual files into a single 
compound file format, thus it gives quick answers. 
   
Fig. 5. Indexing time of the training set                                                           Fig. 6. Indexing time of the test set 
Figure (7) and (8) show the allocation of memory (RAM) during compound and multi-file indexing.  Due 
to the creation of new segments whenever documents are added to the index, there will be a variable 
number of files in memory with both methods.  
To index the training corpus, the memory allocation for multi-file indexing is equal to 7438.28 kilobytes 
and 3447.53 kilobytes during compound indexing. For the test set, the memory allocation is equal to 
1274.89 kilobytes during multi-file indexing and 1026.89 kilobytes during compound indexing. 
Compound indexing reduces the number of opened index files in memory because it contains a single 
composed file by segment. This optimized structure consumes less file descriptors and less computational 
resources during the indexing process. However, each segment of a multi-file indexing consists of several 
different files. Thereby, multi-file indexing does not improve performance and it is expensive. 
          
  Fig. 7. The memory allocation of the training set                                       Fig. 8. The memory allocation of the test set 
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5.3. Registration of text in an index 
The index structure is composed of five classes of data: directory, segment, document, field and term. The 
indexing module stores the entry in a compound structure. The optimal structure of the inverted index 
allows efficient use of disk space, search by keyword and quick answers. Each segment is an independent 
index containing a subset of indexed documents. Most index files are grouped into a compound file. 
Therefore, the performance of indexing and search are improved. With the hash function, each term 
generates a single value stored in the index. To optimize the structure of the index, the indexing module 
selects and merges segments. Selection of segments to be merged is governed by alignment policy and 
execution is performed by a fusion module. The administrator of the corporate memory uses GUI tools 
system (Luke, LIMO, Hadoop, Zipf, etc.) to inspect the details of the index from desktop or online 
applications [5].  
5.4. Retrieval 
The retrieval algorithm is based on the vector space model (VSM). The document and the query are 
represented by two vectors. Therefore, the similarity between a document and a query is calculated by the 
cosine of the angle between the corresponding vectors. 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the corporate memory retrieval, we used measures of precision, recall and 
F-measure index that are widely used in information retrieval, natural language processing and machine 
learning [7], [20]. 
 
Table 1. The effectiveness of retrieval 
Precision Recall F-measure 
0.56 0.91 0.69 
 
Experiments (Table 1) show that the integration system has good retrieval performance, which can 
provide a system of effective corporate knowledge retrieval.  
One of the main advantages of our integration system is the construction of query analyzer for specifying 
and combining complex query strings. This feature was an ingredient key in the identification of 
documents in the corporate memory.  
In addition, the retrieval module supports several types of advanced search, in particular, multiterm 
queries, phrase queries, wildcards, fuzzy queries. These search process are specified in several APIs, 
particularly, Phrase Query, Fuzzy Query, Prefix-Query, Range Query, Filtered Query, Boolean Query, 
WildcardQuery, etc [5].  
Experiments show that the system has good indexing and good retrieval performance, which can provide 
a system of effective integration.  
However, the recognition of corporate memory resources should be improved. The purpose of our next 
work is to propose a new method to find useful resources by exploiting the underlying content structure of 
the file to extract its text and metadata information. 
6. Conclusion 
Knowledge integration involves several challenges: heterogeneity of representation formalisms, 
languages and/or tools, lexical and semantic problems, implicit axioms in each system, loss of knowledge 
due to the interpretation and the evolution of knowledge.  
We have designed and implemented an integration system that is based on the acquisition, indexing and 
retrieval. The integration system provides users with fast, flexible access to information through a query 
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unified interface. It allows users to specify the type of information required without providing details 
instructions on how to obtain this information. Indexing and retrieval are derived statistically by the co-
occurrence of terms in documents and queries. Indexing involves assigning an index terms to unstructured 
text resources available in the corporate memory. These terms are then used to access the corporate 
resources using a table of indexes represented by an inverted file. Compound indexing method is used to 
reduce the number of opened index files in memory because it contains a single composed file by 
segment. This optimized structure consumes less file descriptors and less computational resources during 
the indexing process. However, each segment of a multi-file index consists of several different files. 
Thereby, multi-file indexing does not improve performance and it is expensive. Interoperability is 
considered the main application of CRISP-DM-OWL ontology particularly in the task of corporate 
knowledge integration. 
The main advantages of our system integration are focused on the creation, maintenance and accessibility 
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